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Abstract—Software and computational tools are     

instrumental for scientific investigation in today’s digitized       
research environment. Despite this crucial role, the path        
towards implementing best practices to achieve reproducibility       
and sustainability of research software is challenging. Delft        
University of Technology has begun recently a novel initiative         
of data stewardship — disciplinary support for research data         
management, one of the main aims of which is achieving          
reproducibility of scientific results in general. In this paper, we          
aim to explore the potential of data stewardship for supporting          
software reproducibility and sustainability as well. Recently,       
we gathered the key stakeholders of the topic (i.e. researchers,          
research software engineers, and data stewards) in a workshop         
setting to understand the challenges and barriers, the support         
required to achieve software sustainability and reproducibility,       
and how all the three parties can efficiently work together.          
Based on the insights from the workshop, as well as our           
professional experience as data stewards, we draw conclusions        
on possible ways forward to achieve the important goal of          
software reproducibility and sustainability through     
coordinated efforts of the key stakeholders. 

Keywords—Software Sustainability, Software   
Reproducibility, Data Stewardship, Research Software     
Engineering 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Scientific advances are predicated on research results       

that are robust and reliable. They usually serve as a solid           
foundation on which further advances can be built [1].         
Unfortunately, there is compelling evidence that in some        
fields of science the majority of discoveries will not stand          
the test of time [1], [2].  

Methodologically speaking, the two branches of      
scientific investigation have been deductive (for example,       
mathematics, philosophy, social sciences) and empirical (for       
example, controlled experiments and measurements in      
biology, chemistry, astronomy, etc.) [3]. Since the past two         
decades, scientific computation has become absolutely      
central to the scientific method [3]. Naturally, most        
scientists have accepted computation (simulations, model      
generation, etc.) as the third branch of scientific        
investigation [3]. Furthermore, even if the scientific method        

is not computational, pervasive digitization of the research        
process means that data collection, storage, analysis, and the         
sharing of both the data and the results are often done           
through software tools and applications. Therefore, software       
and computational tools not only facilitate scientific       
investigation, but also help verify, extend, and understand        
scientific results [4].  

Although software and related tools are attributed this        
powerful status in science, it has been argued that         
computation as a research method is far from being         
scientific “because current computational science practice      
doesn’t generate routinely verifiable knowledge” [3].      
Identifying these serious issues, a number of computational        
scientists and researchers, not limited to [1], [3]–[5], have         
highlighted the ‘crisis’ science is facing due to lax standards          
in documentation, verification, and reproducibility in the       
development and use of software and computational tools. 

In parallel, the discussion on reproducibility in science         
in general and the role of research data management have          
both gathered a critical mass to put into motion policy          
directives, especially in Europe, towards open data and open         
science. Initiatives such as data stewardship programmes       
have been implemented at least in some European countries,         
such as the Netherlands, to support researchers towards        
achieving reproducible and transparent science. The authors       
of this paper are or have been part of the data stewardship            
team in place at the Delft University of Technology (TU          
Delft) in the Netherlands since August 2017 [6]. The focus          
of this initiative has been mostly on supporting best         
practices in research data management, initially without       
much acknowledgement to research software. However, it       
quickly became clear that software sustainability and       
reproducibility were important topics for at least some of the          
faculties [7] and research institutes at TU Delft [8].  

The challenge now is to understand, from the perspective         
of data stewardship, the level of support and resources         
required by researchers to adopt best practices in research         
software development for sustainability and reproducibility      
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of the code and the associated data. This is the main goal of             
this paper. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. A brief introduction to the reproducibility crisis and the 
link to data stewardship  
In 2016, the scientific journal Nature conducted a survey         

among 1576 researchers about the state of reproducibility in         
science [9]. Strikingly, more than 70% of the respondents         
have tried and failed to reproduce another scientist's        
experiments. And more than 50% have failed to reproduce         
their own experiments. Among the key reasons behind the         
reproducibility crisis, according to the survey respondents,       
were: 

1. Selective reporting of results. 
2. Pressure to publish. 
3. Unavailability of related research data and software       

code. 
 

Such stark revelations have at least been partially        
responsible to bring key shift in funding policies. Indeed,         
80% of the survey respondents thought that funders should         
do more to improve reproducibility [9]. 

Funding bodies such as the European Commission and        
the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research      
(NWO), among others, have already implemented      
substantial policy changes to promote open science and the         
FAIR data principles. FAIR data is connected to improving         
reproducibility of research results and refers to a dataset         
being Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable      
according to a set of 15 guiding principles [10]. The          
objectives of the open science policy of the European         
Commission are four-fold [11]. 

1. Opening access to publications and the underlying       
research data to improve the transparency of the        
research process. 

2. Development of new research methods for big data        
management and analysis, simulations, and remote      
instrumentation. 

3. Engagement of citizens in the scientific process. 
4. Improving collaboration in research by facilitating      

data sharing.  
 

Yet, “it requires effort and skills to make research open,          
reusable, and discoverable by others” [12]. The substantial        
efforts are often related and not limited to the following          
challenges [13]: 

1. The increase of data volumes and new methods for         
extracting information and knowledge from data. 

2. Like we just discussed, policies by research funders        
requiring that data should be open and FAIR over         
long periods of time. 

3. Privacy, Intellectual Property and export     
regulations on data that are beyond the role of the          
researchers to ensure compliance. 

4. The growing need to situate data and computational        
resources together to enable researchers to develop       
scientific applications. 

To help researchers navigate through these important but        
challenging prerequisites to ensure FAIR and open science,        
several research institutions and universities in Europe,       
particularly in the Netherlands, have set up dedicated        
research data management support services, and in some        
cases hired data stewards. At TU Delft, the main objective          
of the data stewardship programme is to provide all the          
available support and resources to researchers through the        
entire research cycle of planning, conducting, and       
publishing research [6]. The main tasks of a data steward at           
TU Delft  include: 

● Analysing research data management needs. 
● Helping set up secure data storage for research        

projects. 
● Providing advice on good research data      

management practices. 
● Conducting training sessions and workshops on      

data sharing and research data management. 
● Reviewing and providing advice on data      

management plans. 
● Advising on data privacy issues. 
● Developing faculty-specific research data policies. 

 
These initiatives appear promising towards supporting      

researchers to improve the transparency and credibility of        
their research. However, so far, the discussion around the         
reproducibility crisis, the open science initiative, and data        
stewardship have all largely focused on research data. Yet         
software is fundamental to research [14] and key for         
ensuring research reproducibility, and FAIR and open       
science.  

B. The importance of software in research and the link to 
research transparency 
“It’s impossible to conduct research without software”       

say 7 out of 10 UK researchers surveyed in a study by the             
UK Software Sustainability Institute in 2014 [15]. In this         
study, 92% of academics stated that they used software at          
some point in their research and 69% said that their research           
would not be practical without it. The survey results are          
based on the responses of 417 researchers selected at         
random from 15 Russell Group universities, considered the        
UK's top higher education institutions. According to the        
authors of the survey, the responses, which are statistically         
significant in their number, represent the views of        
researchers in research-intensive universities in the UK [15]. 

These views are shared by postdoctoral researchers in        
the US. A March 2017 survey of the members of the US            
National Postdoctoral Association showed that 95% of       
respondents use research software [16]. Of all the        
respondents, 63% stated they could not do their research         
without research software, 31% could do it but with more          
effort, and 6% would not find a significant difference in          
their research without research software.  
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Counterintuitively, in today’s digitized research     
environment, the research process tends to become more        
opaque with the increasing use of computational tools.        
Software underlying research publications is commonly not       
cited or mentioned; and even when it is mentioned, it is very            
often unavailable [14]. As explained in [17], “documenting        
and sharing the input/output data without the accompanying        
software process only makes the process translucent, not        
transparent”. Achieving full transparency requires,     
according to [18], “to process and manage data and software          
on equal footing, policy-wise and practically”. In the next         
section, we briefly sketch the evolution of the best practices          
and recommendations for software sustainability and      
reproducibility, both at the practical and policy level.  

C. Short overview of current best practices and 
recommendations for software sustainability and 
reproducibility 
One of the earliest directives that lead to a discussion on           

best practices can be traced to a 2003 report of the US            
National Research Council [19], focused on the life        
sciences. It essentially states a ‘quid pro quo’ reasoning for          
sharing related research materials, i.e, “in exchange for the         
credit and acknowledgement that come with publishing in a         
peer-reviewed journal, authors are expected to provide the        
information essential to their published findings”. 

Based on this directive, [4] developed a list of best          
practices for computational science that includes: 

1. Version control for software and code. Some of the         
suggestions include the use of GitHub and       
BitBucket. 

2. Citation standards for code, including a persistent       
identifier. Alternatively, a Github link could be       
provided. 

3. Standards for reuse: To reproduce the same results,        
code needs to be re-used exactly as is. Therefore         
the terms of use and licensing should be specified. 
 

Much of the widely known advice for research software         
sustainability and reproducibility is often practical and       
pragmatic and it focuses mostly on good code writing,         
version control, and documentation.  

For example, highly, practical suggestions from [20]       
include: 

1. Placing an exploratory comment at the start of the         
program or code that explains how the code is used. 

2. Breaking the code into functions to make the        
functionality of the program clearer to the user. 

3. Not reinventing the wheel: [20] suggests to reuse        
existing libraries and/or elegantly use variables,      
and data structures such as lists to avoid variable         
overload. 

4. Giving functions meaningful names, to properly      
document their purpose in the program and also to         
understand their functionality. 

5. Creating clear documentation on requirements and      
dependencies for the entire project, rather than       
piecemeal for every program within the project. 

6. Using control statements (if/else) instead of      
commenting code sections to control program      
behaviour. 

7. Providing a sample dataset that users can run to test          
whether the program is functional. 

8. Storing/archiving code in a reputable research      
repository that can also assign a persistent identifier        
to the code. 

Reference [5], reiterating [4] and [20], strongly       
advocates the need to write readable and reusable code,         
create good documentation, use a persistent identifier such        
as a Digital Object Identifier (DOI) to help find and cite           
code, and assign appropriate licenses. In addition, [5]        
suggests to make the code workflows and related metadata         
available through repositories. They also call for new        
procedures to evaluate scientific rigour, particularly in cases        
where reproducing large-scale studies is computationally      
expensive and time-consuming.  

A recent report on research software sustainability by        
key European stakeholders [21] supports the need and        
feasibility of such a practical approach to software        
sustainability and reproducibility, but it raises concerns on        
the long-term sustainability of software with such       
approaches alone. The report cites a number of technical         
barriers, such as software decay and the fast pace of change           
in the field of computer science, as well as important          
societal or cultural barriers. The latter include the lack of:          
awareness of the role of software in research; identification         
and citing of software; understanding of licensing and        
ownership; clear incentives and impact; software skills; and        
career path for software experts. Thus, the path towards         
software sustainability and reproducibility stretches beyond      
software alone and it requires change across the entire         
research community, from funders, research organisations,      
publishers, and researchers [21], [22].  

Echoing the sentiments of [21] and acknowledging the        
need for collaboration between different partners in the        
research community, in a direct response to [5], [23] argue          
that documenting and archiving code and data is not enough          
to guarantee the reproducibility of computational results.       
They suggest the use of software containers and open         
interfaces, and crucially that researchers work more closely        
with research software engineers (RSEs) to learn best        
practices in software design. This advice is presented in the          
context of hydrology, but it could be applied more         
generally. 

There has been criticism regarding the use of containers         
for research software in that they provide bitwise        
reproducibility, but as black boxes, do not support        
reusability, in cases where a different group wants to change          
the experiment and setup [24]. Still, bearing these        
limitations in mind, the recommendations by [23] triggered        
our interest to investigate a holistic approach towards        
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software sustainability and reproducibility, as we will       
explain in the next section. 

III. RESULTS FROM A WORKSHOP ON 
SOFTWARE REPRODUCIBILITY AT TU DELFT  

A.  State of affairs at TU Delft  
In addition to analysing the best practices and related         

challenges for software reproducibility within the wider       
scientific community, we wanted to understand the state of         
affairs in our home institution. As part of a previous          
initiative by the TU Delft data stewards, a survey was sent           
to researchers at TU Delft to understand their generic         
research data management practices and requirements [25],       
[26]. The researchers were asked a variety of questions         
ranging from their data backup strategy to their level of          
awareness about data ownership and the FAIR data        
principles [26]. This survey allowed us to get a         
comprehensive overview of the current research data       
management practices at TU Delft and the overall levels of          
awareness in this area [25].  

The full survey and the data are currently available for          
the faculties of Electrical Engineering, Mathematics &       
Computer science, Civil Engineering & Geosciences, and       
Aerospace Engineering [27]. The survey was sent to the         
research staff mailing lists, from the dean’s office and         
faculty communications team, facilitated by the data       
stewards of the respective faculties. To encourage       
participation, two gift cards were offered per faculty through         
lottery as a reward. There were 426 responses from the said           
faculties over a period of 2 months. Among the respondents,          
226 (53.3%) were PhD candidates, 60 (14.2%) were        
postdoctoral researchers, 61 (14.4%) were assistant      
professors, 20 (4.7%) were associate professors, 20 (4.7%)        
were full professors, and the remaining respondents       
comprised MSc students and support staff.  

 

 
Fig 1. Responses (total of 426) on the use of dedicated tools            
for research data management, including electronic lab       
notebooks, or version control systems, as part of a general          
survey on research data management at the TU Delft [25],          
[27]. Among the 35.7% respondents who answered       
positively to this question, 70% said they used a git based           
system, such as GitHub and BitBucket for version control. 
 

Related to research software, one of the clear questions         
posed to the researchers was whether they used dedicated         
tools for research data management, for example, an        
electronic lab notebook, or a version control system (such as          
Git). Of all the respondents, 35.7% stated that they used one           
or more dedicated tools for their data and/or software         
management (Fig. 1). Among the respondents who answered        
positively, 70% used a git based system, such as GitHub and           
BitBucket for version control. 

Researchers were also asked whether they would be        
interested in any potential training on research data        
management, with training on using version control software        
and software carpentry being two of the options. Of all the           
respondents, 32% stated they were interested in training on         
version control and 18% on software carpentry.  

We did not gather through the survey any further         
information on how research software is being produced,        
documented, maintained, published and shared at TU Delft.        
However, in our day-to-day experience as research data        
management professionals, we notice that some of the        
cultural barriers mentioned in [21] are valid for our         
institution. Although it is encouraging that many researchers        
at TU Delft practise version control or are interested to learn           
more about it, our daily practice tell us that there is still a lot              
of confusion and lack of awareness among researchers about         
software licenses, standards for citation and publication of        
software, and the use of persistent identifiers for software.  

We also know, from a series of sandbox sessions held at           
TU Delft during the second half of 2017 [28], that some of            
the researchers who produce research software at our        
institution are concerned about the lack of recognition for         
software development. They would welcome not only       
training and support, particularly in the areas of        
documentation, archiving, and citation of code, but also        
more clarity at the policy level and the building of a           
community around open source research software. 

B. Workshop rationale 
Given this information, we wanted to measure the pulse         

of the current state of affairs in a way that captured the            
richness and complexity attached to software sustainability       
and reproducibility. 

Our starting point was the paper by Hut, van de Giesen           
and Drost [23], where they rightfully point that the burden          
of achieving software sustainability and reproducibility is       
not limited to researchers alone. And that researchers may         
require support from research software engineers to ensure        
that the latest methods and technologies are in place to make           
reproducible and sustainable code. Because TU Delft is in         
the right direction of offering research data management        
support through data stewards, we wanted to also explore         
how this support can be tapped and extended towards         
research software sustainability and reproducibility. 

Taking advantage of an international event on data        
stewardship in practice held at TU Delft in May 2018 [29],           
we seized the opportunity to bring the principal stakeholders         
(i.e. researchers, data stewards, and research software       
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engineers) together to discuss what support and coordination        
is possible from data stewards and beyond within a         
workshop setting [30]. 

C. Workshop Set-up 
The workshop took place at TU Delft on 24 May 2018           

[29], [30]. It attracted 17 participants, including 3        
researchers, 5 research software engineers, and 5 data        
stewards; 4 participants either had a mix of these roles or did            
not identify with them. This meant that we could form          
groups with the ideal representation from all stakeholders of         
interest. There was also a very good balance among the          
workshop participants in terms of their research       
backgrounds, which ranged from various disciplines in the        
physical sciences and medical research to intellectual history        
and information science [30]. Almost all participants had        
experience with research software and they demonstrated       
some prior knowledge and interest around the topics of         
software sustainability and reproducibility [30]. 

The workshop lasted an hour. After a brief survey of the           
audience (using the interactive presentation software      
Mentimeter) and a short presentation setting the scene [30],         
we divided the participants into four groups, trying as much          
as possible that each group contained at least a data          
steward/research support staff person, a research software       
engineer, and a researcher. The groups were then given 20          
minutes to answer the following questions within a        
collaborative google document [30]: 

● What do you think about the advice of Hut, van de 
Giesen and Drost [23], i.e., to use containers (e.g. 
Docker), to use open interfaces, and to closely 
collaborate with Research Software Engineers to 
improve software reproducibility?  

● Any additional advice to Hut, van de Giesen and 
Drost [23], to improve software reproducibility? 

● How can researchers, RSEs, and data stewards 
work together towards implementing this advice?  
 

Afterwards, each group was asked to pitch their key         
findings for a minute. 

D. Insights from the workshop 
Here we gather the main insights from the workshop         

participants, who are representatives of the most important        
stakeholders in the field of software reproducibility and        
sustainability in the context of research software. These        
results have been described before in [30] and are based on           
the content of the collaborative google document and the         
group pitches mentioned above. 

In response to the first question, the workshop        
participants identified the lack of sustainable funding for        
hiring RSEs and the difficulty of recruiting RSEs across         
disciplines as the main obstacles to putting the advice of          
Hut, Van de Giesen and Drost [23] into practice. They also           
felt that open source software is not always an option (due to            
scientific competition or commercial interests) and that       
documentation is still king. In particular, documentation       

should not be limited to README files: a good user manual           
and any information (e.g. equations, model) behind the        
software should also be included. 

As additional advice, the participants identified the need        
for support in terms of software validation. In cases where          
professional support is not possible, the participants       
suggested that researchers review each others’ code.       
Organizing code reviews in a research group could lead to          
improved code quality with only a small time investment. 

Regarding the roles of data stewards and RSEs, opinions         
were split. Agreeing that researchers and RSEs should work         
more closely together, some of the participant groups felt         
that data stewards should provide the link between        
researchers and RSEs. One group felt that data stewards         
should provide the toolbox, with principles and guidance,        
and RSEs should help implement those principles. 

The need for training (e.g. programming courses) and the         
option that support staff help researchers with programming        
was also acknowledged by the participants as part of the          
resources needed to implement the advice of Hut, Van de          
Giesen and Drost [23]. RSEs, in particular, could take a          
more proactive role in providing training for researchers,        
promoting best practices, and generally propagating their       
knowledge.  

Lack of sustainable funding was seen as a challenge, and          
so was the lack of recognition for developing research         
software in the current academic rewards system. There        
needs to be a persuasive driver beyond just doing the right           
thing. Any driver will be most persuasive when it comes          
from the research community itself, but it could also come          
from funders, publishers, and institutions.  

Universities and research institutes, in particular, should       
promote good practice for software engineering as part of         
open science. Within this domain, integrated teams working        
across university faculties, departments, and institutes, with       
a single point of contact, could provide a way for          
researchers, data stewards, and RSEs to work together. Fear         
of stepping into others’ “working areas” and different        
working cultures may create barriers, as well as the potential          
lack of scientific/research expertise from RSEs and software        
developers.  

IV. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS 

In this section, we try to compare and contrast the          
insights from the workshop to some of the best practices as           
well as shortcomings of implementing theory into practice        
that we discussed in the background section. More        
importantly, we also analyse and comment on the supporting         
role of data stewards based on our observations from the          
workshop as well as the reflection of the current practices          
and resources in the context of our home institution.  

A brief recap on the motivation behind the discussions         
and initiatives to achieve software sustainability and       
reproducibility can be neatly captured in the quote of         
Jonathan Buckheit and David Donoho, paraphrasing Jon       
Claerbout [31]: “An article about computational science in a         
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scientific publication is not the scholarship itself, it is merely          
advertising of the scholarship. The actual scholarship is the         
complete software development environment and the      
complete set of instructions which generated the figures.” 

So far this has been the foremost and strongest rhetoric          
for software reproducibility and sustainability —      
reproducible code environment enriched with sufficient      
documentation. Indeed, the importance of documentation      
while developing code was strongly resonated in the        
opinions of the participants during the workshop. They not         
only acknowledged its importance but also opined that all         
possible additional information should be added as a part of          
documentation. 

In contrast to the literature cited in the background         
section, e.g. [4], the participants did not discuss version         
control, citation, and licensing issues, and they also did not          
directly focus on the practical aspects of writing good code          
as described in [20]. This may be because the group was           
generally well versed with these topics and may not have          
considered them an issue. However, it is quite likely that          
these topics were left out simply due to the time constraints           
of the workshop, and also because the participants were         
asked to focus on the additions by [23], which go beyond           
just providing advice for documenting, writing, and       
archiving code.  

Crucially, the participants did acknowledge the need for        
training researchers. As highlighted in [23], many       
researchers who develop research software do not       
necessarily have the skills, background, and training to do         
so. This has been identified as a key barrier to research           
software sustainability [21], an issue that can certainly be         
extended to research software reproducibility. In the recent        
years, initiatives such as software carpentries and code        
refining have been aiming at improving not only the         
computational skills of researchers but also the overall        
quality of code developed for research purposes. However,        
such training initiatives not only require financial resources        
and institutional support, but also capable trainers to cater to          
researchers’ needs. Facilitating such training opportunities,      
at both the practical and strategic level, could be a task for            
data stewards.  

Seeing that the workshop participants agreed with [23]        
that researchers and RSEs should work more closely        
together and thought that data stewards could provide a         
connection between the two, training is an obvious area of          
common interest for all these key stakeholders and where all          
partners could see tangible benefits. Through programmes       
such as Software Carpentry, some RSEs already provide        
training on software development to researchers. Data       
stewards could help accelerate this effort by connecting        
RSEs to researchers, bringing much needed expertise to the         
research communities they support. By sharing their       
knowledge and expertise in this way, RSEs could increase         
their impact and influence in the research community. With         
the help of RSEs, data stewards could also become trainers          
themselves. They could also identify researchers interested       
to become trainers. Many of these researchers will have         

formal teaching responsibilities at undergraduate and      
doctoral level, which will get enriched by their participation         
in software carpentry or code refinement.  

We are cautiously optimistic that such a value based         
approach might garner the support of researchers to attract         
the attention of the university executives and may have a          
good chance to lead to better institutional approaches to         
funding and recognition for sustainable research software       
development and training. This approach could potentially       
combat some of the issues that were identified by the          
workshop participants as barriers to research software       
reproducibility. 

The participants also mentioned the need for support        
during the verification and validation of code, where RSEs         
could potentially be suitable consultants, particularly for       
large research projects. Data stewards could act as a bridge          
between RSEs and researchers here, too.  

Another key challenge mentioned in the workshop was        
related to persuasive drivers and incentives towards software        
sustainability and reproducibility. Because of the lack of        
adherence and recognition of citation and publication       
standards for research software [14], unlike with scientific        
publications and datasets, it is currently very difficult to         
measure the impact of research software. Thus, researchers        
do not always see the tangible benefits of following best          
practices for software sustainability and reproducibility. As       
they already do for research data, data stewards can raise          
awareness of the best practices for research software        
management, sharing, and publication. Another interesting      
solution, at least in the Netherlands, is to work together with           
RSEs to promote awareness and use of research software         
directories, such as that provided by the Netherlands        
eScience Center. 

There are many other areas, which were not explored         
during the workshop, where data stewards and research        
software engineers could collaborate for the benefit of the         
research community and the entire research enterprise. For        
example, as they do with research data management plans,         
data stewards could help with software management plans        
and with developing disciplinary protocols for software       
management. This may help with bringing software and data         
management on equal footing, at least practically, as        
suggested by [18].  

At the policy and strategic level, data stewards could         
help ensure that institutional policies on research data        
management do not neglect research software. At TU Delft,         
the data stewards have been key partners in the preparation          
of the recently approved Research Data Framework Policy,        
in which research software is included as part of the          
definition of research data [32]. According to this policy, all          
researchers are expected to ensure that research data, code,         
and any other materials needed to reproduce research        
findings are appropriately documented and shared in a        
research data repository in accordance with the FAIR        
principles for at least 10 years from the end of the research            
project, unless there are valid reasons not to do so.  
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The TU Delft data stewards are now actively developing         
faculty-specific policies together with the deans and faculty        
management teams. The results of the research data        
management survey conducted at TU Delft [25, 26, 27] play          
a key role in informing the development of these policies. It           
would be interesting to run a dedicated survey about         
software management practices such as software      
documentation, licensing, citation, and publication. Results      
of such a survey in combination with the outcomes of the           
workshop would prove useful in fine-tuning the expected        
roles and responsibilities at both the University and faculty         
level with respect to research software management. 

Recently, as a direct result of the workshop, we have          
been also involved in talks with representatives from The         
Carpentries and in establishing closer connections with the        
RSE community in the Netherlands. These discussions have        
led already to the 4TU.Centre for Research Data [8]         
becoming a member organisation of The Carpentries. The        
4TU.Centre for Research Data is the trusted repository for         
the technical sciences in the Netherlands, encompassing the        
four technical universities in the Netherlands, including TU        
Delft. This is an important step towards fostering exchange         
of knowledge and best practices not only within the local          
communities at the technical universities in the Netherlands,        
but also at a national and international level. 

While strengthening our national and international      
partnerships, we also reached out internally to the TU Delft          
ICT innovation department who offer trainings to       
researchers on advanced topics, such as High Performance        
Computing, Big Data Analytics, Machine Learning using       
Python etc. We agreed to schedule our individual trainings         
such that the advanced trainings offered by them will be          
preceded by functional software trainings offered by The        
Carpentries. We are also currently supporting a TU Delft         
researcher to set up a community of researchers, similar to          
the study group model of The Carpentries, to bring together          
researchers of varying level of expertise to share expertise         
and organically create a strong culture of good research         
software practices. 

We hope that our inter-organizational and      
intra-organizational approach towards software    
sustainability and reproducibility will set up a good example         
for other institutions and universities to consider. It is also          
an important first step towards developing a coordinated        
effort of all the stakeholders within the institutional,        
financial, and operational structures at the levels of        
university, research community, and national and      
international funding bodies. We believe this is crucial in         
working towards a future where reproducibility in science,        
software or otherwise, becomes a norm and not the         
exception. 
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